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[City, Date] – [Enter Organisation name], an exciting entertainment platform, is delighted to 
announce its partnership with  The Comedy Empire’s fundraising initiative that you can expect will 
provide side-splitting laughter for a good cause. Visit [Enter Event URL] to experience a stand-up 
comedy extravaganza like no other while supporting [Enter Organisation name] goal of 
raising[Enter Amount] to [Enter Reason such as to purchase sports equipment, musical 
instruments etc].

The Comedy Empire has revolutionized the way comedy enthusiasts engage with their favourite 
comedians while making a positive impact on society. With an exceptional lineup of top-notch 
stand-up comedians, The Comedy Empire offers an endless stream of laughter. Whether you're a 
fan of observational humour, quirky, or edgy comedy, this professional line-up of comedians will hit 
just the balance.

What truly sets The Comedy Empire apart is its commitment to comedy fundraising. By leveraging 
the power of laughter, The Comedy Empire has joined forces with community organizations to raise 
funds and awareness for various noble causes. From supporting local community projects to global 
humanitarian efforts, every laugh contributes to making the world a better place.

"At The Comedy Empire, we know stand-up comedy is not only great entertainment but also 
inspires positive change," said Nick Johns, founder of The Comedy Empire. "Through our platform, 
we aim to create a space where laughter and generosity go hand in hand, giving our audience the 
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chance to enjoy top-tier comedy while creating a meaningful feeling inside each audience member, 
just by going out for a night of laughter."

Visit [Enter Event URL] to secure your tickets to an uproarious evening of entertainment that leaves 
a lasting impact. Join The Comedy Empire and [Organistion name] in spreading joy, fostering unity, 
and contributing to a cause that matters.

For media inquiries, interviews, or partnership opportunities, please contact: Nick Johns 0425 252 
809
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This section of the press release is no longer about the announcement but focuses on your 
organisation itself. In this boilerplate, use a couple of paragraphs to highlight what your 
organisation does - its vision and its impact on the local community.
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